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Abstract. To deal with a broad spectrum of domains, intelligent agents
have to generate their own task-oriented dialogue that stems from the
need to interact with another agent when solving their own individual
task. Most work created to date has either been focused on the task or
on the dialogue, but not on both. A taxonomy that describes how the
characteristics of a domain determine the types of dialogue needed would
be useful, both for understanding how to create agents that are more
adaptable to different domains, and also to facilitate reusing previous
work. In this paper, we present a number of dimensions that could be
included in such a taxonomy, and illustrate how they could be used to
determine the nature of dialogue needed in a particular type of domain.
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Introduction

Creating agents who are able to automatically determine how to function in
different domains — in other words, agents who adapt their interactions to
the domain-level problem they are facing — would be a useful addition to the
state of the art models of interaction, which typically are tuned manually to the
specific domain of application. This is only possible if the agents communicate
with other agents when the task demands it. To date most of the work in the
agents community has focused on creating agents that are very good at solving a
given task when communication is not needed [1, 2], very good at communicating
when recipes to solve the task are given [3, 4], or very good only in very specific
settings [5, 6]. It is necessary to bridge the gap between these trends of research
to create more flexible agents, capable of dealing with a broader spectrum of
domains.
A taxonomy showing how the characteristics of a particular type of domain
influence the dialogue needed can be a useful tool. It would help understand
what is required of dialogue when building task-oriented domain-independent
agents, adaptable to several tasks and situations. It would make explicit the
connection between the task and the potential dialogue, while helping grounding
the communication to the physical task-domain. Forging the link between task
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and the discourse can also be of value for reusing work that was previously
done in the literature by understanding how it correlate with the domain task.
For instance, if the agents need to perform a joint plan, then work related to
argumentation might be relevant for them to exchange arguments about the
adequacy of a certain plan.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the need of a taxonomy that forges
a link between the task and dialogue for agent interaction by showing a first
attempt to create it, and explaining how this taxonomy could be used. To that
end, we describe a number of dimensions that define task-oriented domains in
terms of characteristics that might influence the types of dialogue needed in
such domains. It should be noted that this is an initial attempt where the simple case of one on one interaction between agents, and a common language is
assumed.The dimensions described should not be seen as an exhaustive list of all
independent dimensions needed to describe a task-oriented domain. Nor should
the taxonomy be seen as the only one that should be used.
This paper is structured as follows: related work is described in Section 2.
Section 3 is divided in two parts: we start by presenting a number of dimensions used to characterize task-oriented domains, and then we describe how a
taxonomy could be created from the dimensions presented. Some examples illustrating its use can be found in section 4. Section 5 concludes by presenting
some limitations of the taxonomy presented here and future work.
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Related Work

In the literature, several taxonomies were proposed for the classification of speech
acts [7, 8]. These were intended for describing human language and are unnecessarily expressive for multi-agent systems. The Foundation for Intelligent Physical
Agents (FIPA) [9] uses a small subset of those speech acts in the ACL language
such as request and inform. Their focus was on defining a minimal subset of
generic models of communication semantics, rather than on how the speech acts
can actually be used based on the task being performed. Our taxonomy does not
aim to classify speech acts or the minimal set needed to communicate like the
previous works do. Instead, it attempts to use the existing classifications and
the task being performed to help identify the types of speech acts that might be
needed by a particular agent.
In the area of argumentation, Walton and Krabbe [10] have provided a taxonomy to determine which type of dialogue should be used by identifying the
goal behind it (see Figure 1). Their dialogue typology is composed of six formal
models:
– Information-Seeking: agents ask for information from the other party;
– Inquiry: the two parties attempt to answer a question whose answer is
unknown by both, but may be answered with their joint knowledge;
– Persuasion: one party attempts to change the other party’s beliefs;
– Negotiation: the participants bargain over the allocation of resources;
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– Deliberation: the parties collaborate to know which course of action should
be done in which situation;
– Eristic: the participants quarrel verbally to vent grievances.
We are interested in understanding how a similar taxonomy can be created
for task-oriented agents where communication is not defined by the goal of the
dialogue, but it is instead determined by the characteristics of the domain and
the task to be performed.
Is there a conflict?

NO
Is there a common problem to
be solved?

YES
Is resolution the goal?

YES
Persuasion

NO
Is settlement the goal?

YES
Negotiation

NO
Eristics

NO
Information Seeking
YES
Is this a theoretical problem?

YES
Inquiry

NO
Deliberation

Fig. 1. A categorization to determine the type dialogue, according to Walton and
Krabbe pp. 81 [10].
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Taxonomy

Creating a taxonomy that tells us which type of dialogue is going to be needed
by a particular agent can only be achieved if we understand the task and domain
where the agent operates. In this section, we look at some dimensions that can
be found in the literature, and attempt to understand how they could be used
to develop a taxonomy of task-oriented domains of dialogue.
3.1

Finding Dimensions of Task-Oriented Domains

In this section, we present a number of dimensions that characterize task-oriented
domains. This allows us to identify how domains determine the communication
that is performed by an agent, and consequently, it also tell us something about
the implementation requirements behind such an agent. This list is not exhaustive and there is not enough evidence to say that these dimensions are totally
independent. In spite of that, we believe that it is representative of the type of
dimensions that must be found to create a taxonomy of task-oriented domains
of dialogue.
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Observability: There is a great incentive to use communication in domains
with partial observability and/or incomplete information. Planning for decentralized agents with partial information of the world is significantly more complex
than planning for a single agent [11], but if information is shared between agents,
the number of possible belief-states is reduced and the problem becomes equivalent to single-agent planning. Cooperative map acquisition by agents is another
example where sharing information has been shown to be beneficial [12] to reduce the time needed for acquiring a plausible map. Lack of information is also
an issue when the goal of the agents is finding an equilibrium strategy, where
no agent could gain from changing strategy, because it might not be possible to
find any equilibrium with the known information. In such a scenario, the agents’
best choice would be to announce private information [13].
The communication mechanisms in partial observable domains can usually be
seen as information-seeking. The questions, however, will depend on the nature
of the domain. If the agent needs to acquire knowledge concerning the current
state, then this can be seen as a transmission of actions and/or observations
using speech acts such as inform or assert. When the agent seeks to know the
likely outcome of the action, then its questions will possibly be requests of the
information known by the other agent regarding that action. In the particular
case where the questions stem from not knowing the opponent, then the agents
will most likely ask about the other’s intentions. If it is not possible to confirm
the information given by the other agents, then information-seeking will only
make sense if the agents are sincere, and sincerity is a rational principle only
when the preference functions of the agents align [14].
Types of Actions: The actions that an agent can perform in a determined
setting will influence whether dialogue is needed. If there is a finite amount of
resources, the agent might want to ask for some of the resources from the other
agent (e.g. [15]). This exchange requested is an action that the agent is unable to
perform by itself. In a similar fashion, there may also exist actions that the other
agent is able to prevent this agent from executing. For example, if the other agent
blocks this agent’s path. These actions which are naturally dependent of the
interaction of the agents are called public in multi-agent planning. They include
joint actions, where agents need to synchronize to perform them simultaneously.
In contrast, private actions cannot be influenced by other agents and are thus
independent of the interaction [16].
Succinctly, we can consider three types of actions: actions that need to be
performed by the other agent — usually actions that have to be requested to
be executed or avoided — to allow this agent to perform a certain action, private actions that the agent can perform by itself, and joint actions where both
agents need to perform it simultaneously. Depending on the action’s type, the
agents may decide to jointly plan their activity by using a dialogue of deliberation, or may decide to be more competitive and use a process of negotiation [17].
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Preferences over costs: Communication is not necessarily advantageous
in all domains, and it may even be better to avoid it, especially when the cost
incurred is too high or the available bandwidth is very restricted. The solution
may be to be selective in the type of messages that are exchanged, as for example in [18], where the agents only send the messages that are the most valuable
for team performance, or it could even be finding solutions that do not involve
communication such as the one proposed in [19], where agents use deduction
based on sensory information. However, there are also cases where the cost of
the task exceeds the communication cost. For example, in domains presented in
[21] where the agents can reduce the walked distance if they exchanged their
individual tasks amongst themselves. Depending on the domain, the agent will
have a stronger preference over minimizing the cost of the communication or the
cost of the task.
Available Interactions: Dialogue is also influenced by the interactions that
can be performed between agents in a certain domain. In [20] Tan discusses three
types of interaction in cooperative settings: sharing observations, sharing actions
that happened, and sharing learned policies or plans. In other settings, exchange
of resources (e.g. [15]), or exchange of tasks might also be available (e.g. [21]).
The availability of resources is usually scarce and limited, thusly the exchange of
resources is more likely to be competitive and require negotiation. On the other
hand, the sharing of observations or plans if under an assumption of sincerity is
less likely to be competitive, leading to deliberative dialogues.
3.2

Creating a Taxonomy

In section 3.1, we identified four dimensions of task-oriented domains that seem
to influence the existence of dialogue and its characteristics: observability, types
of actions, preferences over costs, and available interactions. Now, we need to
understand how they relate to specific types of dialogue. The categorization of
dialogues proposed by Walton and Krabbe [10] mainly focuses on argumentative
settings, but can also be used for a broader range of domains due to the heterogeneity of the categories. Most of the speech acts proposed by FIPA (Foundation
for Intelligent Physical Agents) in the ACL language [9], the standard language
for agent communication, can also be mapped into these categories. For instance
some of its speech acts such as propose correspond to a dialogue of negotiation,
and query can be seen in information-seeking dialogue. Therefore, it seems to be
justifiable to use this categorization to create an initial model of how a taxonomy
for task-oriented domains of dialogue could look like.
From the literature presented, we can see a prevalence of: (a) informationseeking, corresponding to information sharing; (b) negotiation in competitive
settings; and (c) deliberation when performing joint tasks. This does not mean
that other types of dialogue are not relevant. Negotiation benefits from persuasion and inquiry is a type of information seeking. However, for now, we will
focus on the information-seeking, negotiation and deliberation. These categories
of dialogue are presented in table 1, along with the a set of speech acts from
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Table 1. Types of dialogue used in the taxonomy
Type of Dialogue

FIPA Speech Acts

Benefit

Fields of Interest

Negotiation

propose;
accept-proposal;
reject-proposal;
call-proposals

Reach agreement; Get
the best deal to oneself

Automated negotiation;
Argumentation;
Preferences handling

Deliberation

request; agree; refuse

Reach agreement; Build
a joint plan

Argumentation; Shared
plans generation;
Automated planning

Information-Seeking

inform; query; confirm;
disconfirm

Share information;
Common understanding
of the world

Knowledge
representation;
Automated reasoning;
Belief revision

No Dialogue

—

Avoid cost of dialogue

Centralized multi-agent
planning; Offline
optimization

FIPA associated with each category, the benefit for the agent of using it, and
some research fields that might be relevant for creating multi-agent system with
that type of dialogue.
Considering the types of dialogue and the dimensions presented, we inferred
the relations illustrated in Figure 2. Our reasoning is that an agent might not
need to communicate when it has full observability and there are no actions
that it cannot perform by itself or that are influenced by other agents. Even
so, the agent might decide to communicate if the cost of the task could be
decreased by doing so. This is usually possible when an agent may exchange
tasks or resources, otherwise the agent will not benefit from the interaction.
There are two distinct cases to consider when communication is needed: the
case with partial observability and the one with full observability. In the former,
the agent’s priority will usually be to exchange information if that is possible
(e.g. observations, outcomes, intentions). In both cases, the agents would benefit
from interacting when performing a joint task. If they are able to exchange plans,
then the agents might recur to the use of deliberation, or they might as well
simply negotiate tasks and resources if it is not possible to reason cooperatively
about the plans to be performed. Even when the agents are not performing a
joint task, there might be actions or exchanges that are needed or may affect the
agent’s goal. This corresponds to the case where the agent needs to communicate,
but it is not able to exchange information and it is not performing a joint action.
Negotiation of resources or tasks might be suitable in such cases to bargain with
the other agent in order to obtain what is needed to reach its goals.
The categories used in the taxonomy are not mutually exclusive and it is
possible for agents to require more than one type of dialogue in a certain domain.
As stated before, this is only an initial attempt to create a taxonomy for taskoriented domains of dialogue, and more work is needed to fully understand how
communication is influenced by the task and the domain. Yet, it is possible to
imagine some examples were this taxonomy could be useful. We present two
examples of this in the following section.
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Is communication needed to solve the task?

YES
Has partial observability?

YES
Is information exchange possible?

YES
Information-Seeking

NO
Is it a joint task?

NO
Is the cost equal or more with communication?

NO
Is resource/task exchange possible?

YES
Negotiation

YES
No Dialogue

NO
No Dialogue

YES
Is plan exchange possible?

YES
Deliberation

Fig. 2. A categorization to determine the type dialogue that the agents need to perform
taking in consideration the domain they inhabit.

4

Examples

In this section, we present two examples of how the taxonomy presented could be
useful for creating multi-agent systems. In the first example, we use the taxonomy to identify the type of dialogue for a given domain. In the second example,
we explain how the taxonomy could potentially help in the creation of more
flexible agents able to deal with different domains.
Example 1: The most obvious application of the taxonomy is to identify the
most adequate type of dialogue for a particular domain. We will exemplify this
with two agents whose task is to vacuum a number of rooms separated by walls
that are not soundproof. For efficiency purposes, the agents will avoid repeated
work. Looking at the taxonomy, it seems that an information-seeking dialogue
fits this problem. Communication is needed, because there is partial information (the agents do not see which rooms have been vacuumed), and information
exchange is possible (the walls are not soundproof). After knowing the type of
dialogue, the concrete speech acts that might be useful can be found in table
1. In this particular case, the speech act inform might be enough for this system. The different types of dialogues are also closely related to certain fields of
research. Thusly, it can give us an idea that the work done in knowledge representation and belief revision might be relevant for modeling this multi-agent system.
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Example 2: Another potential application of such taxonomy is the creation
of more flexible agents that can deal with several domains. Imagine an agent or
a set of agents able to generate the different types of dialogue presented in the
taxonomy. If the agent was able to identify the dialogue needs from the domain
description given, then it could use a subset of algorithms or sub-agents that
can deal with such a dialogue. In other words, given a description of a domain
and task, the agent would look at the task, and decide if it could solve the task
without communication, and if it discovers that it can not, then it would proceed
to see if there is partial information in the world, and so on. For this, the agent
must have some algorithm to obtain the input needed. For example, if the agent
identifies the type of dialogue as negotiation, then it knowns that it needs to
create a set of deals with the resources available, and generate a dialogue of
negotiation. This is a theoretical abstract use of the taxonomy, but it shows that
it might be possible to create more flexible communicative agents, if we identify
how the domain correlates with the types of dialogue needed in it.

5

Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper, we presented an initial study of how to create a taxonomy where
domains are categorized according to a number of dimensions which determine
the dialogue required by agents inhabiting those domains. We believe that such
a taxonomy can help identify the requirements for creating more flexible agents
able to deal with different domains, and it can give insights of how work created
in different areas of research correlate with each other. The taxonomy presented
is simple, and there is still a lot of work to be done. For example, it is not easy to
understand how preferences over the communication can influence the dialogue.
In the future, we plan to look at the literature to identify the different techniques
used to reduce or avoid communication overhead and how they influence the
types of dialogue. We also intend to drop the assumption regarding the agents’
honesty. We imagine that these directions will lead to a more accurate taxonomy,
where there might be very little or no dialogue when the communication cost
is very high or when trust between agents is not possible. Another possible
direction consists of analyzing how dialogue is influenced by the absence of a
shared language amongst the agents. We predict that this might increase the
negotiation required even in domains where this type of dialogue is not common,
due to the need of agreeing on a symbol for a particular object when its definition
differs amongst agents. It would also be interesting to explore how the social
needs of the other agents may also affect the agent’s actions in a certain domain.
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